NEWS

HOW POS MEDIA DEALS WITH
THE CORONAVIRUS SITUATION

POS MEDIA GROUP HELPING BUSINESSES WIN BACK THE TRUST OF CLIENTS
Many business owners are now facing a crucial challenge: how to return their clients to offices, branches and stores. One of the key topics is hygiene. POS Media Group – and mainly its subsidiary POS Digital – had developed a solution in form of a unique digital sanitation dispenser.
The unit offers a fully automated pump for an anti-covid liquid with over 99% virus and germs killing
efficiency. The large tank allows for use in a high-traffic environment, where it should bring back
the trust and ease of mind to everyone working, shopping, or just passing by.
The sanitation unit comes with a robust steel casing, selection of reliable components made predominantly in the European Union and its assembled in the Czech Republic – all this contribute to a reliable
performance.
Its key additional value comes in the form of a 32-inch digital LCD screen that cannot be ignored.
Any information – commercial or related to health & safety on the site – can be displayed.
An initial animation explaining how to effectively sanitize one’s hands is included. The content
of the screen can be managed and changed remotely using a unique software developed by the POS
Digital.
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This unit comes also care-free. Service is provided by a team of experienced merchandisers who will
ensure the cleanliness of the unit, refill of the liquid, and any necessary servicing during their visits.
The frequency, as well as other options, are subject to negotiations with the POS Media sales team.

WE ARE HELPING THOSE AT HOME...
The corona turned the office life upside down
not only for our POS Media colleagues but also
for our partners and clients. This situation made
us thinking about how to help our clients that
have to be locked down at home with their kids
during the COVID-19 quarantine.
Our promo and event team came up with
a great idea. Utilizing the expertise
of our promoters that are also students
of pedagogic faculties they prepared interactive
online classes full of creativity, memory games,
and sports activities. We have amazing feedback
from our clients that gained some quiet time for
their work as well as happy kids that defeated
boredom.

...AS WELL AS THOSE IN THE FIRST LINE!
With the second project, we wanted to thank
the staff of medical facilities, health care professionals, and soldiers in the Covid-19 testing centers
for their work and commitment. Therefore, we connected with our clients and to our amazement, many FMCG
and non-FMCG brands flooded us with products such
as food, snacks, or drugstores.
POS Media colleagues prepared and then distributed over 1 300 bags full of gifts from our partners
and distributed it to every corner of the Czech Republic. We are grateful for the effort and determination of the front-line fighters against the Covid-19
and we salute them!

QUICK NEWS
POS MEDIA ROMANIA GAVE WINGS
TO RED BULL IN-STORE CAMPAIGN
Introducing a new addition to the family
of international company branches –
POS Media Romania. This branch was
established in mid-2019 and immediately
highlighted a successful retail campaign
for the Red Bull brand. The campaign
appeared on a large scale in Carrefour
hypermarkets in Romania, covering exit
gate, client separator, shopping trolley
advertisement, and digital screens.
The success of the campaign was due to great visibility in Carrefour stores that was achieved
by POS Media production and installation team, but also to the fact that the brand is represented
by the well-known Romanian handball player Cristina Neagu, one of the best representatives of this
sport in the world.
POPAI AWARDS
In some regions, POPAI Awards became one
of the most important Retail Marketing events
of the year.
That is the reason why our POS Media regions
pull the best media carriers and present their work
at the local POPAI Awards competition.
Our Hungarian office has a history of success, as every
year they leave the competition at least with one
award. This year, they entered the POPAI Awards with
two media carriers; a Shelf Stopper for pet food Fénix
(Nestlé) and a Pallet Decoration for washing detergent
Tomi (Henkel). Both media carriers won the 3rd place
in their categories.
Lets put hand together for the UA creative and
operations team for this impressive media carrier.
The Czech Republic, as well as POS Media
Ukraine, signed up stunning campaigns
to POPAI CE Awards presenting Heineken,
Martini, Coca-cola or Jack Daniels.
Among all the competition, we were proud
that the design of the Shelf Stopper for
the brand Dewar´s created by our Ukrainian team
was selected among the best 3 alcohol dinks
exhibit in 2019. Congratulations to Ukraine for
their success in POPAI.

QUICK NEWS
RAFFAELLO RASPBERRY LAUNCHED BY POS MEDIA RUSSIA
By the end of 2019, POS Media Russia has supported a big Ferrero’s
launch of Raffaello Raspberry novelty. The in-store campaign
has covered 3 federal retail chains: Lenta, Magnit and Okey.
Traditionally, we are following the shopper’s route: from the mall’s entrance
with the help of External Standing Door decoration, then the Category
Entrance Decoration has attracted his attention and finally, the shelf stopper,
which is one of the strongest promotional carriers.
However, it was not only the traditional in-store campaign. The entrance
decoration with Raffaello Raspberry boxes and 3D-berries, which were
produced by POS Media Russia team, was also installed in the Ferrero
Russia office.
We are sure, that it means that our team managed to build a high level
of confidence with the Client.
SHOWROOM IN HUNGARY
The start of the year 2020 was very busy for POS Services (Hungary) as they organized a Showroom
in one of SPAR stores. This event was dedicated to their clients to see a variety of media carriers that
can also be developed for them. The event celebrated great success and strengthened relationships
with clients.

QUICK NEWS
GIFTS THAT MATTER
POS Media Group is proud to help brands to make their products stand out in the stores using in-store
communication. In 2019, the whole group produced an amazing 1,1 million pieces of POS materials
that at the same time helped to create a memorable experience and motivate shoppers to come back
to their local store.
This massive production has also a downside.
Even though we encourage the recycling of media
carriers, in our regional offices, or our employees
at home, we are never sure where all plastic ends
up. Is it going to be reused or dumped in the river
or oceans?
This doubt motivated us to think about the next
Christmas gifts for our employees as well as for
some of our clients.
We have decided to support the organization
Embrace The Ocean that produces bracelets
from plastic collected from the ocean. They donate
a portion of the income from the Plastic Soup
Foundation that is actively fighting the plastic
waste in the water.
We hope that despite different clothing styles our employees will wear these bracelets proudly. It might
also motivate them to be aware of their own impact on the environment.
POS MEDIA RUSSIA PARTICIPATED IN
INTERNATIONAL WOMEN´S DAY
Our Russian team took part in a completely new
event: it was International Women’s Day in the Head
Office of Dixi retailer, which is Russia’s third-largest
food retail company.
For the Client Carat, our team has invented
a catering-zone with promoters and some snacks,
based on the Violette cream cheese.
The results of the promotion are awesome!
More than 250 employees of Dixi’s Head Office
tasted delicious snacks made from Violette cream
cheese. They learned how to cook fast and tasty.
Consumer comments were very satisfying: ‘Very
nicely decorated table and snacks’, ‘The tartlet looks
appetizing, just awesome!’
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